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WESTFIELD--Governor Michael S. Dukakis said Thursday that the state must 
not "close the door of higher education" to all but those with high incomes 
and high test scores. 

The Governor made his remarks at the start of a discussion on the future 
of higher education in Massachusetts at Westfield State College. This was the 
first of a series of forums which the Governor and Secretary of Educational 
Affairs Paul Parks plan to hold at several state colleges to exchange opinions 
with administrators, faculty and students on reforming the Commonwealth's higher 
education system. 

Dukakis said he was opposed to any reorganization plan which would result 
in students' being 11 frozen out" of the system because of higher admission standards 
and increased tuition. 

"Reducing the current diversity of our state system to a single set of cost 
and admission standards would provide for che education of fewer students at higher 
costs and rob th€ system of the vitality which students of all economic, racial 
and ethnic backgrounds bring to our colleges." 

The Governor said he opposed the recent proposal by Senate Presiden Kevin 
Harrington to merge the ten state colleges with the University of Massachusetts. 
Such consolidation, he said, would not only reduce the current diversity of 
students in the state system, but would also "narrow the base of public partici
pation by making the state,'s higher education resources subject to ·a single board 
of trustees." 

"I am not averse to reorganization if it is sensibly pursued." But, Dukakis 
said, public higher education must, first, "assure equal access at reasonable 
cost for all students who are able to benefit from higher education. 11 

Second, it "must not be insulated from public accountability." 

Third, the Governor said, public higher education must "preserveand strengthet 
the vitality and diversity of our state colleges and universities as well as the 
involvement of so many citizens in the various regions of the state who take real 
pride in working for and with ~heir school 1 • 

"In fact, one of the most valuable aspects of a college education is a 
studen~s exposure to those with distinctly different backgrounds. A scheme which 
would in effect close the door of higher education to thousands of young men and 
women with lower test scores or lower family incomes would be a drastic departure 
from what has been a proud and noble Massachusetts tradition." 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR MICHAELS. DUKAKIS 
WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE, DECEMBER 4, 1975 

ON THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS 

Today is the first of a series of meetings Secretary Parks and 
I will be holding across the state on the future of public and 
private higher education in the Commonwealth. I think virtually 
everyone would agree the time is ripe to take a serious look at 
where higher education in Massachusetts has been and where it is 
going. 

In charting future policies, we need the help of those most 
directly affected by our decisions -- students, faculty and adminis
trators of our higher educational institutions. That is why we are 

·here today -- to hear your views on where we should be heading. 

A number of proposals for reform have been put forward recently. 
One of those is Senator Harrington's plan to create a monolithic 
higher educational system, merging the 10 state colleges ·with the 
University of Massachusetts. 

I oppose this proposal for a variety of reasons. I believe it is 
elitist in concept. By raising admission standards and increasing 
tuition many students attending the state colleges would be frozen 
out of the expanded University of Massachusetts. Reducing the current 
diversity of our state system to a single set of cost and admission 
standards would provide for the education of fewer students at higher 
costs, and rob the system of the vitality which students of all 
economic, racial and ethnic backgrounds bring to our colleges. 

In fact, one of the most valuable aspects of a college education 
is a student's exposure to those with distinctly different background~ 
A scheme which would in effect close the door of higher education to 
thousands of young men and women with lower test scores or lower 
family incomes would be a drastic departure from what has been a prouc 
and noble Massachusetts tradition. 

Furthermore, Senator Harrington's proposal would produce an 
educational oligopoly which, like all excessive economic and politica: 
concentrations, would be unresponsive to the public at the most im
portant levels. The consolidation would narrow the base of public 
participation by making the state's higher education resources subjeci 
to a single Board of Trustees. In proposing to reduce lay representa
tion on the Board of Higher Education, the Harrington plan would 
further undermine the principle of lay governance at the statewide 
planning and coordinating levels. 

I am not averse to reorganization if it is sensibly pursued -
with the facts on the table and with a process that allows for the 
involvement of all those wishing to be heard. One of the purposes 
of today's meeting is to begin such a process. 

The key question in any analysis of higher education is what goals 
we are striving to achieve. 

Three principles stand out above others. First, we must assure 
equal access at reasonable cost for all students who are able to 
benefit from higher education. Support of this principle requires 
that tuitions be based on consistent and coherent standards, and that 
we commit ourselves to the extension of financial aid and the develop 
ment of a tuition waiver policy which will ensure that access not be 
denied to any student because of his or her financial circumstances. 

Second, despite its uniqueness, public higher education is a 
_state-funded and state administered enterprise. As such ~ it must not 
be insulat;.e~ from public aceountabili ty. 
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,..,hird, \•Te clo not need or , ant a Cali:'ornia or New Y~ffk -;;,~y c 
~er~-un~ifersity in Massachusetts . We need to preserve and 
~trengthen the vitality and diversity cf our state colleges anl 
universitj_es as well as the involvement of so many c1;_,~zen." in the 
1arious regions of the state who ~ake real pride in workin~ ror a~~ 
with "their school. 11 

Briefly, then, ~hese are some of my views and concerns. 

But our purpose is not to ask you to listen to ~e or to 0ecreta~. 
Parks, but to give us an opportur_ity to listen to and learn from all 
of \OU -- administrators, faculty and students alike -- who know 
better than any of us what is needed to ~ake our higher educational 
~ystem the best in the land. 
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